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For any finite group G, let Q(G) denote the Burnside ring of G. Let d denote 
the class of finite abehan groups. Let G and H be two groups belonging to the class 
J&‘. If Q(G) and Q(H) are isomorphic as rings, we show that for every prime p, the 
number of p-subgroups of G is equal to the number of p-subgroups of H. Let .Es, 
denote the class of finite abelian groups G with the property that for every prime 
p, the p-primary torsion r,,(G) of G is a direct sum of at most two cyclic groups. For 
groups G, H in the class &* we show that Q(G) and Q(H) are isomorphic as rings 
if and only if G and H are isomorphic as groups. Let Q+(G) denote the half ring 
consisting of elements of Q(G) represented by G-sets. For any prime p, let g(p) 
denote the class of finite abelian p-groups. Let G and H be any two groups in U(p). 
Then we show that there exists a ring isomorphism U: Q(G) --t Q(H) further satis- 
fying cc(P(G)+) = Q(H)’ if and only if G = H as groups. ‘q ’ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and Q(G) the Burnside ring of G as defined in 
[2, 33. If G and G’ are isomorphic as groups, then clearly Q(G) and Q(G’) 
are isomorphic as rings. For any set X let ) XI denote the cardinality of X. 
In [3] it is shown that if G and G’ are two finite groups with the property 
that Q(G) and Q(G’) are isomorphic as rings, then 1 G 1 = ) G’ 1. A natural 
question is to decide whether Q(G) an Q(G’) being isomorphic as rings 
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implies that G and G’ are isomorphic as groups, at least for a nice class of 
groups. The class of finite (resp. finite abelian) groups is denoted Y (resp. 
&). For any prime p and GE d we denote the p-primary torsion of G by 
t,(G). Let z12 = (GE d 1 t,(G) is a direct sum of at most two cyclic groups 
for every prime p}. One of the main results proved in our present paper 
asserts that for G, H belonging to the class s&, Q(G) and Q(H) are 
isomorphic as rings if and only if G and H are isomorphic as groups 
(Theorem 6.1). 
We write H < G to denote that H is a subgroup of G. If H < G and K d G 
we write H - G K if H and K are conjugate in G. If the group G is clear 
from the context we simply write H-K to indicate that H and K are 
conjugate in G. We define L(G) (resp. L,(G) for any prime p) by 
L(G)= {H~H~G} and L,(G) = (H 1 H a p-subgroup of G}. The proof of 
Theorem 6.1 depends on two preliminary results. One of them states that 
if G, G’ are &’ and Q(G), Q(G’) are isomorphic as rings, then 1 L,(G)1 = 
/ L,(G’)I for every prime p (Theorem 2.1). Let g’(p) denote the class of 
finite abelian p-groups. The second result could be stated as follows: Let G 
and G’ be any two groups belonging to cd2 n @T(p). Then G 2: G’ if and only 
if IGI=IG’I and IL(G)1 =IL(G’)I (Theorem3.8). 
The results of P. Hall [S], J. A. Green [4], and T. Klein [6] yiel a 
formula for the number of subgroups of Z,,,, @ . @ Z,,,.,. But the formula 
is quite complicated. By writing i for the partition ;“I 3 . . > A, of 
II = C;= l ii let us denote the group Z,,, @ . .. 0 Z,;, by M(p, 2). For any 
integer 1 with 1 < lf n, the results of P. Hall [S], J. A. Green [4], and 
T. Klein [6] yield a nice formula for the number of distinct subgroups N 
of M(p, 1) with N N Z,,,. For any GE V(p). let d,(G) = I (IV,< G I N rr ZPj} I. 
Using the formula for d,(M(p, A)) it can easily be proved that two groups 
G and G’ in V(p) are isomorphic if and only if 
d,(G) = d,(G’) forall 131 (Theorem 4.4). 
Using this result we show that for G and G’ in +2(p) there exists a ring 
isomorphism x : Q(G) + 52( G’) further satisfying cr(s2( G) + ) = Q( G’) + if and 
only if G N G’ (Theorem 6.2). 
Let G, G’ belong to 9. Once and for all we choose a set of repre- 
sentatives Q?‘(G) (resp. %‘(G’)) for the conjugacy classes of subgroups of G 
(resp. G’). Using the injective ring homomorphisms 
resp. Bc, : Q( G’) + 
given by 
e,(x) = bPU(XL~(G) (rev. Q&‘)= (cP~,(~‘)),,,,,,,,), 
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we regard Q(G) (resp. Q(G’)) as a subring of nqx(c) Z (resp. nrRcc,) Z). Let 
c(: Q(Q) + Q(G’) be any ring homomorphism. Then there exists a unique 
ring homomorphism a: nVR(c) Z + noccz, Z which extends a. In Section 1 
we give an explicit description of E. The description of E is in terms of a 
unique map c( * : %?(G’) + %‘(G) satisfying cp U, 0 CI = v~.(~,); moreover d is an 
isomorphism if and only if CI* : %?( G’) + %‘(G) is a bijection. By means of 
examples we show that CI* could be a bijection without IX: Q(G) + SZ(G’) 
being an isomorphism. When c(* is a bijection we determine a necessary 
and sufficient condition for M to be an isomorphism. This necessary and 
sufficient condition can be effectively used to show that Q(G) and Q(G’) 
are not isomorphic as rings. in specific examples where ) G 1 = I G’ 1. 
For any GE 9 and any G-set S, we denote the isomorphism class of S 
by (S) and the element of Q(G) represented by S by [S]. The trivial 
subgroup of G consisting only of the identity element is denoted by E. 
Most of our notation is as in [3]. 
1. HOMOMORPHISMS OF BURNSIDE RINGS 
Let G E 9 and Q(G) be the Burnside ring of G. For any U < G and any 
G-set S let q,(S)= IS”I, where S”= {~ES/US=S for all UEU}. It is a 
well-known fact [3] that there exists a unique ring homomorphism 
qu:Q(G)+Z satisfying cpU([S])=ISuI, where [S] is the element of 
Q(G) represented by S. Any ring homomorphism Q(G) + Z is of the form 
‘pU for some U Q G. Moreover if U, V are subgroups of G, then ‘pU = cp y 
if and only if U mG V. Let U(G) denote a set of representatives for the 
conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. Let 8,: Q(G) + nucc) Z be defined 
by dci(,x) = bu(xHw~~~~. Then it is known that Q, is an injective ring 
homomorphism. 
Let G, G’ be any two finite groups. Choose once and for all a set of 
representatives V(G) (resp. V(G’)) for the conjugacy classes of subgroups 
of G (resp. G’). For any U < G, let NJ U) denote the normalizer of U in G. 
THEOREM 1.1. (i) Given a ring homomorphism a : f2( G) + sZ( G’), there 
exists a unique set theoretic map IX* : V(G’) -+ ‘2?(G) satisfying ‘p”. 0 c( = 
‘pzecc/,, for all U’E%?(G’). If a is an isomorphism then LX* is a bijection. 
(ii) Given any set theoretic map f: %?(G’) + g(G), there is an 
associated ring homomorphism f: n,,,, L + nMCc., L given by 
.f((aU)uE~~~GJ = (bUr)~,e~~~,~T where b (/.=afcuz,.... (1.2) 
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(iii) The situation being the same as in (i), the ring homomorphism 
c*: rI%(G, z -+ rI,,G,, Z is an extension of CY : Q(G) + Q(G’); namely 
Diagram I 
is a commutative diagram. 
Moreover a*: nCCCG, Z 4 n,,,,, Z is the only homomorphism of additive 
groups rendering Diagram 1 commutative. 
(iv) Given a set theoretic map f: @?(G’) -+ V(G), there exists a ring 
homomorphism a: Q(G) -+ Q(G’) with z* =f if and only iff(O,(Q(G))) c 
@,~(Q(G’)). Moreover in this case a is unique. 
Regarding Q(G) (resp. l&G’)) as a subring ?f nwcG) z (resp. n,,,,, z) 
via OG (resp. Q,,), when f satisfies f( (Q(G)) c Q(G’), a is the ring 
homomorphism O(G) -+ Q( G’) given by CI =f 1 Q(G): Q(G) + Q( G’). 
(v) With the notations as in (iv), ,f: nY,,, Z + n,,,,, Z is injective if 
and only iff: W(G’) + g(G) is swjective. 
(vi) The ring homomorphism a: Q(G) -+ C&G’) is injective if and only 
if c(* : %?(G’) + %‘(G) is surjective. 
(vii) Let a: Q(G) -+ O(G’) satkfy the condition that a* : %Y(G’) + Q’!(G) 
is a set theoretic bijection. Then c( is an isomorphism of rings if‘and only if 
uG~c,, (NC(U): W= n (NGJU’) : U’). 
I:’ E %‘( G’ ) 
Proof (i) Let U’ E %(G’). Since cpU, 0 c( : Q(G) + Z is a ring homo- 
morphism, there is a unique U E W(G) satisfying ‘pu. 0 c( = ‘pu. Then 
SI*: %?(G’) -V(G) defined by z*(U’)= U satisfies the requirement in (i). 
Clearly c1* is unique . The second half follows from the fact that if CI is an 
isomorphism, the map (a - ‘)* : V(G) -+ %‘(G’) induced by CI ’ : sZ(G’) + 
Q(G) is the inverse of r** : %(G’) + %7(G). 
(ii) Straightforward. 
(iii) For any XEQ(G) we have 
cr*(eG(x)) =Cr*(h/(-~))(,,%(G‘)) 
= (b)U’tY(G’)> where b,,, = (Pi*. 
Also, eG’(cr(x)) = (~I/“*(~)).,..,,,,. 
481;139!2-I4 
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But from the definition of LX* we have C~~,OGI(X) = ~p,*(~,,(x). Hence 
2(8,(x)) = ~&N(X)) for all XEQ(G), proving the commutativity of 
Diagram 1. The later half of (iii) is an immediate consequence of the facts 
that rIMcc,, L is torsion free and that Q(G) is a subgroup of maximal rank 
in the free abelian group nwCcJ Z. 
(iv) This is an immediate consequence of (iii). 
(v) We can regard nyCG, Z as the set of maps of Q?(G) into Z. With 
this interpretation, the map f: nu,c) Z + n,,,,, Z corresponds to the map 
/I H /I of for every map /I of U(G) into Z. (v) is now trivial. 
(vi) Since JJMtG-, Z is a free abelian of finite rank and Q(G) is 
subgroup of nsCc;) L satisfying n n,,,, Z c Q(G), where n = I G/ 
(Theorem 5.2, page 42 of [3]), from the commutativity of Diagram 1 we 
see that Ker c1# 0 if and only if Ker cr* # 0. Thus cr is injective if and only 
if dI* is injective. By (v) this is the case if and only if LX* is surjective. 
(vii) If a* is a bijection, then clearly CI* : nMCcJ Z -+ nVCG.) Z is a ring 
isomorphism. From the commutativity of Diagram 1, we see that 
a : Q(G) + O(G’) is an isomorphism if and only if @(a(G)) = Q(G’). It is 
known that Q(G) is a subgroup of n,,,, Z of index lJUEVCG) (NG(U): U). 
Hence a(Q(G))=Q(G’) if and only if nUE.,,!,(N,(U): U)= 
rI U’EGf(G’) (NCAU’): U’). I 
EXAMPLE 1.3. We give an example of two groups G, G’ with 1 G 1 = 1 G’ I 
and a ring homomorphism z : Q(G) + Q(G’) satisfying thre condition that 
c(* : %?(G’) + @Y(G) is a bijection, but IX is not a ring isomorphism. 
Let G=Z,, where p is an odd prime. With l,, written for the image 
of 1 under the canonical quotient map u]: Z + Zzp, there are exactly four 
subgroups of G, namely E, Z, = grp(p( 1 2p)), Z,, = grp (2( l+)), and G. 
Since G is abelian, V(G) = L(G) = {E, Z,, Z’,, G}. Table I gives the distinct 
isomorphism classes of simple G-sets and the values of (Pi, qE2, (pz,, and 
‘pc; on them. 
Let G’ = DzP be the dihedral group of order 2p with G’ = (a, h 1 up = 1, 
h2 = 1, aba = b) as a presentation. In this case, there is one subgroup of 
TABLE I 
(G/E) 21, 0 0 0 
(GIL,) P P 0 0 
(GE, > 2 0 2 0 
*= (G/G) 1 1 1 1 
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order p, namely L = grp(a). The elements a’b for 0 < i <p - 1 are all the 
elements of order of 2 in G’. Moreover from a(a’b) a-’ = u’+*b we see that 
b, a=b, u4b, . . . . up- ‘b are all conjugate in G’ and that ub, u3b, . . . . d’b are all 
conjugate in G’. But up = 1. Hence for any 0 < i, j<p - 1, the two groups 
grp(u’b), grp(ujb) are conjugate in G’. Thus we can choose %?(G’)= 
{E, K,L, G’}, where K = grp(b). Table II gives the distinct isomorphism 
classes of simple G’-sets and the values of qo,, qK, (pL, and ‘pc;, on them. 
The only fact that needs checking is qK( (G’/K)) = 1. The elements of G’IK 
are K, UK, u2K, ,.., apP ‘K. The action of b on G’JK is given by bK= K, 
/,u’K=aP-‘bK=uP-’ K, and u’K#d ‘K for i in 1 <idp-1. Thus 
qK( (G’/K)) = 1. The 4 x 4 matrices in Tables I and II are the “mark 
matrices” of Z2p, Dzp as defined by Burnside [ 1, p. 2371. 
Let 51: Q(G) + Q(H) be the homomorphism of abelian groups defined on 
the basis [G/E], [G/Z,], [G/Z,], [G/G] = * of Q(G) by a([G/E])= 
CG’IEI, ~~~/~,~~=PC~‘I~I-~~P-~~I~~C~‘I~I~ 4CG/Zpl)= CG’ILI, 
and LX( [G/G]) = ([G’/G’]). It is trivially seen that 
Q(G) A nxnxnxn 
I 
2 
/I 
Id 
Q(G') Bc’ nxnxnxn 
Diagram 2 
is commutative, where e,(x) = ((~dx), CP,,(X)~ cpz,bL cpG(x)) for any 
XEQ(G) and 0,.(x’)= ((Pi, (Pi, (pL(x’), q&x’)). We know that 
eG. and eG, are injective ring homomorphisms. It follows that 
x : Q(G) -+ Q(G’) is an injective ring homomorphism. Moreover, it is 
clear that IX*: %(G’) --f %‘(G) is the bijection given by cc*(E) = E, 
cc*(K) = Z,, a*(L)= Z,, and sr*(G’) = G. 
Rather than show that c( : Q(G) + Q(G’) is not an isomorphism we 
actually prove that there exists no ring isomorphism between Q(G) and 
O(G’). If on the contrary, there exists an isomorphism /I: Q(G) + SZ(G’) of 
TABLE II 
(G’IE) 2P 0 0 0 
(G'IK) P 1 0 0 
(G’IL) 2 0 2 0 
*= (G/G’) 1 1 1 1 
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rings, then /I* : ‘X(G’) -+ V(G) is a bijection and Theorem l.l(vii) then 
implies that 
n (NC(U): U)= n (NC.(U)): U’). 
UE%“(G) U’t%(G’) 
However, in our present example, 
n (NC(U): U)=4p2 and 
c/EM(G) 
J,) (Nc,(U’): U’)=4p. 
It follows that R(G) and Q(G’) are not isomorphic as rings. 
2. A RESULT ON IL,(G)/ 
Let p be any prime. Recall that a finite group H is said to be a p-group 
if 1 HI =p” for some integer n > 0. For any GE 3 we define L,(G) = 
{HI H6 G, H a p-group}. The main result in this section is the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G and G’ be finite abelian groups satisfying 
Q(G) N Q(G’) as rings. Then 1 L,(G)1 = I Lp( G’)I for every prime p. 
Proof: Since G and G’ are abelian, we have %‘(G) = L(G) and %‘(G’) = 
L(G’). Let CI : O(G) + Q(G’) be a ring isomorphism. From Theorem 1.1(i) 
we get a unique bijection c[*: L(G’) + L(G) with the property cpo.occ = 
qI.cucj for every U’ E L(G’). 
Recall [3, p. 391 that for any HE 9 and any prime p, the group Hcp) is 
defined to be the intersection of all normal subgroups N of H with H/N a 
p-group. Let y : Z -+ Z, denote the canonical quotient map. For any HE 9 
and I’< H, W< H a result of A. Dress [3], Theorem 5.1 (b)] asserts that 
the composite homomorphisms yo ‘pV and yo ‘pW of O(H) in Z,, are equal 
0 Y(P) NH Wcp’. In particular, if HE.&’ we see that ycqV= 
Y”(PW 
* pQ’ = W(P) 
Let now U’, V’ be in L(G’). Since c(: Q(G) -+ Q(G’) is an isomorphism, 
we see that 
y”~u.=y”~v,*y”cpu~o~=y”cp~~“~ 
* Y o (PI*(r) = Y o 40x*(v). 
From Dress result stated above we see that 
(pJ) = f/f(P) * E*( U’)‘P’ = cr*( V’)‘P’. (2.2) 
From the very definition of H (P’ it is clear that H is a p-group o 
Hcpl = E. Let U r, . . . . Uk be all the distinct elements of L,(G’). Let us write 
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Ui for u*(U,!). Then U,, . . . . Uk are pairwise distinct elements of L(G). 
Moreover since each Ul is a p-group, we get U;(p) = . . . = UL”” = E. From 
(2.2) we now see that Uip) = . . . = Up’. Let U(Ip) = . . . = Uy) = K< G. 
Since K is abelian, it follows that there are no non-trivial p subgroups 
in K. Hence 1 Kl is relatively prime to p. For each i, U,/K= Ui/Ulp’ is a 
p-group. Hence all the exact sequences 
of abelian groups split, for 1 < i< k. This means that there exist subgroups 
Vi of Ui with Ui = K@ Vi and V, E UJK. In particular each V, is a p-group. 
Since U, , . . . . U, are distinct, it follows that V,, . . . . V, are distinct. In 
particular 
I L,(G)1 2 k = I L,(G’)I. (2.3) 
Similarly using the ring isomorphism Q(G’) A Q(G) we show that 
I L,(G’) 2 I L,(G)I. (2.4) 
By combining (2.3) and (2.4) we get IL,(G)1 = IL,(G’)I. 1 
3. INEQUALITIES BETWEEN IL(G)1 FOR CERTAIN GE%?(P) 
For any group G we define L(G) to be the set of subgroups of G. Given 
a homomorphism a: G -+ H of groups, there is an induced map 
L(N): L(G) + L(H) given by L(a)(C) = E(C) for any CE L(G). It is clear 
that L(E) is injective (resp. surjective)ocr is injective (resp. surjective). In 
particular a is an isomorphism o L(u): L(G) + L(H) is a bijection. 
Let p be a prime, k, I integers satisfying 1 <k < I, and A E&. 
Let 17,: Zpk@A@Zp,+Zpk, I7, : Z,I 0 A 0 Z,,, -+ Z,,, be the projections 
onto the first and the last factors, respectively. Similarly, let 
v, : Zpk @ A @ Zpk --f Zpk and v2 : .Z,A @ A 0 Z,r -+ Z,r denote the projections 
onto the first and the last factors, respectively. Let 
A, = {Hd~pP~~~ZpiIn,(~)=~pkJ 
A,= {K~~~~oAO~Z~,(~~~(K)=IZ~,} 
T, = {C<Zp&A@Zp~Iv,(C)=Zp~} 
rz= {D~Zl,rOAOZpil~2(D)=~pk}. 
Since the map (u, a, u) & (u, a, U) for any u E Zpk, a E A, u E Zpi is an 
automorphism of Zpk 0 A @ Z,A satisfying L(B)(T,) = r2 we see that I f i I = 
I r2 I . 
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Let c:Z-+Z,,, q: L,I + ZPk denote the canonical quotient maps and 
j: Z,,k -+ Z,, denote the canonical inclusion. We denote the element 
E(~)EZ~~ by 1,. Then ~](l,)=l~ andj(l,)=p’Pkll. Using 
~==d,,,OId,Oj:L,rOAOZ,i~L,,,OAOZ,, 
we regard Zpk @ A @ Z,,k as a subgroup of Z,,k 0 A @ Z,,,. 
LEMMA 3.1. L(p)1 I-, : rl -+ A, is a set theoretic irzjection, which is not a 
subjection. In particular 1 r, 1 < 1 A, 1. 
Proof: From ZZ, 0 p = V, we clearly see that L(p)(f, ) c A,. Also 
Z,+@ A @Z,,, for any k < r < I is in A, but not in L(p)(A,). 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a: Z,k@ A@Z,,-+ Z,k@ A@Zpk denote the map 
Id,,@Id,@r]. Then L(a)-’ (I-,)= A,. In particular L(cc)lA,: A, +fz is a 
surjection. 
Proof From ye 0 x2 = v2 0 c( we see immediately that 
L(@)(A,) = I-2. (3.3) 
Since a is a surjection, it follows that L(u): L(Z,k@ A@Z,,/) + 
L(z,k @ A @ Zpk) is a surjection. Let now D E r2 and J< zpk @ A @z,, 
satisfy cc(J) = D. Then x2(J) < Z,, satisfies ye 0 n,(J) = v2 0 CC(J) = v,(D) = L,k. 
Now, Ker q = Z’,,-k included in Z,, via the map l,-, wpk’l. From 
qox2(J)=Z,+ we get Z Pi k + x2(J) = Z,I. Since I-k < 1, this yields 
q(J) = Z,,/. Hence JE A,, yielding 
L(u)-’ (T2)c A,. (3.4) 
By combining (3.3) and (3.4) we get L(a) ~ I (r,) = A,. Since 
L(u) : L(z,k @ A @ Z,,) + L(Zpt @ A @ 27,) is a surjection, we get L(a)/ A,: 
A, + I-, to be a surjection. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume that A E%?(P) and that pkA =O. Then 
L(a)IA,:A,+r,isabijection.Inparticular lA,/=Ir,l. 
Proof: Let DEAL. We prove that a-‘(D) is the only element in 
L(u)-‘((D}). Let KEL(u)-‘({D}). Then cc(K)=D. Hence K+Kera= 
ix- l(D). But Ker a=o@o@i2,,-k. Thus 
K+(0@0@+)=a~‘(D). (3.6) 
Since KEA, we see that (u, a, 1,) E K for some uEHpk, aE A. 
From (u, a, 1,) E K we immediately get pk(u, a, 1,) = (0, 0, ~~1,) E K or 
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(O,O,j(l,. k))~ K. Hence KzIO@O@Z,I-~. By combining this with (3.6) 
we see that K= cc- ‘(D). Thus L(U) ’ ((D}) = { c(- ‘(II)). This combined 
with Lemma 3.2 completes the proof. B 
THEOREM 3.7. Let c, d be integers satisfying 0 d c d d - 2 and A E V(p). 
Assume that p”+ I A = 0. Then 1 L(Z,< 0 A @ Z,,)l < I L(Z,, + I0 A 0 Z,+ I )I 
Proof: We regard Z,, @A @7,1 and L,,+I @ A 0 Z+I as subgroups of 
z pc + I @ A @ Z,,,, in the obvious way. Let 71, : L,,,+I 0 A@Zpd-+ Zpl+l, 
7~~: L?,<+I @A @ Zpd + Zpd be the projections onto the first and the last 
factors. Then H d Z,, + I0 A @ .Z,,d is not in L(Z,( 0 A 0 Z,,d) o n 1( H) = 
z ,,‘ + I. Similarly K d Z,, + I@ A @ .Zpd is not in L(Z,, 0 A @I Z,+ I) o 
n,(K)=Zpd. Let A,= {HdZ,,+,OAOZ$In,(H)=Z,~+,} and A,= 
{K < Z,,, + I@ A @ Z,,A Irc2( K) = Zigd]. From the hypothesis we have 1 d 
c+l<d and p”+’ A =O. Using Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.5 we 
see that IA,J>lA,J. But /L(Z,~OAOZ,~)I=(L(Z,,+IOAOZ,,,)I- 
IAll and IL(ZQ+I 0 A 0 Z,‘/- I)[ = I L(Z,,+;A 0 Z,,o)j - I A, I. Hence 
IL(Z,,OAO~,,d)l<IL(~p”,OAO~p’,~~)I. fl 
Let V(P)~ = {G e%(p)1 G is a direct sum of at most two cyclic groups}. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let G and G’ be any two groups in %?(P)~. Then G ‘v G’ ij 
andonly ijIG = IG’I and IL(G)1 = IL(G’)l. 
Proof. If G N G’, then it is clear that I G ) = I G’ I and I L(G) I = I L(G’) 1. 
If I G ( # 1 G’ 1, then clearly G is not isomorphic to G’. Thus to prove the 
converse we have only to show that ( G / = ) G’ 1 and G ~4 G’ =+= I L(G)) # 
1 L(G’)(. From I G I = I G’I and G & G’ we see that 1 G) = I G’ I =p” with 
n32. Let Pn,2={(a,b)la, b integers, O<a<b, and a+b=n}. Any 
HE g(p)2 with I HI =p” is isomorphic to Z,, @ Zph for some (a, b) E P,,,. 
Moreover (a, b) # (a’, b’) E P,1,2 o Z,, @ Zph & Z,{), 0 ZphC. We order the 
elements of P,1,2 lexicographically. It is a total order on P,,,,. Two con- 
secutive elements will be of the form (a, b) < (a + 1, b - 1) with 0 6 a <b - 2 
and a+ b = n. From Theorem 3.7 for the case A =0 we see that 
I L(.q@Z,h)l < I L(z,<,+l OZ,,-,)I. It follows that (a, b) # (a’, 6’) in 
P =E= ( L(Z,,@ Zph)l # I L(Z,,, @ Z,h.)/. This completes the proof of 
Tciorem 3.8. i 
4. NUMBER OF SUBGROUPS ISOMORPHIC TO Z,, IN 
A FINITE ABELIAN ~-GROUP 
More general results than the one we present in this section have already 
been obtained by P. Hall [S], J. A. Green [4], and T. Klein [6]. An 
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account of their results is given in Chapter II of I. G. Macdonald’s 
book [S]. Any GE V(p) is isomorphic to Z,;., @ . . . @ ZP;.,, where 
1: 1, > %z 3 . 2 %,. is a partition. In this case the partition A is referred to 
as the “type” of G. If A < G, the type v of G/A is referred to as the “cotype” 
of A. In theory, from the work of the mathematicans mentioned above it 
is possible to find a “formula” for the exact number of subgroups A of G 
with a given type p and a given cotype v. Here p, v are partitions. But the 
formula is too complicated. For our future applications we need to know 
the exact number of subgroups A of G with A N Z,+, where I is an integer 
3 0. For the convenience of the reader we actually derive the formula for 
this number. It turns out that this formula is not at all complicated. 
We actually follow the conventions in I. G. Macdonald’s book [S]. 
Thus a partition 2 is a (finite or infinite) sequence A,> I, 3 i,3 ... 
of non-negative integers containing only finitely many non-zero terms. 
We do not distinguish between two such sequences which differ by a 
string of zeros at the end. For instance (4, 3, l), (4, 3, 1, 0), (4, 3, 1, 0, 0), . . . . 
(4, 3, 1, 0, 0, 0, . ..) are all regarded as the same partition. 
If A:i., 31.,22,> . . . is a partition, then )I/ =Ci2, 1, is referred to as 
the weight of R. If 12 1 = n, then 2 is referred to as a partition of n. The non- 
zero 2i are referred to as the parts of 3,. For each i 3 1 let %: = 1 { j/i, 3 i} 1. 
Then 2’: jV; 3 j*; 3 2; 3 ... is a partition called the conjugate of E.. 
Moreover 1% I = 1 II j and (2’) = ;1. In particular ,? is completely determined 
by 3.‘. This fact can also be seen as follows. If m;(n) = 1 { jl ii = i} I then 
nq(n)=n;-n;+,. 
Let M= Z,,,, @ . .. @Z,,+, where 2: 2, b ... 2 2”, is a partition. Define 
&?f=Hom(M,Z,,). Then M-2. For N<M let No= {f~Hom(M,Z,,)l 
f(N) = O}. Then it is known that N t) No establishes a bijection between 
L(M) and L(Q). Moreover if N is of type p and cotype v then No is of 
type v and cotype p. Also N 1 Z,I if and if the type of N is the partition 1 
consisting of the single integer 1. Thus N ‘v Z,IO p is cotype 1 in &o 
&l/p N Z,,I. Since A4 N &l we see that the number of subgroups N of A4 
with N N Z,i is equal to the number of subgroups K of A4 with M/K N ??,I. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ,l:i,>... 31, beapartitionandM=Zp;.l@...@ 
z P+. Let 1 be an integer 30, A,(M)= {NIN<M, NE&,}, and B,(M)= 
{ KI K9 M, M/K N Z,,}. Then (A,(M)1 = I B,(M)I. Moreouer I A,(M)1 = 
I K,(M)I = 1, 
.I 
I A ,(Wl = I B,(M)1 =s> 
and II .I ;;+ +2.-, 
1 A,(M)1 = I B,(M)/ =‘“I+ “;:l;;; 1) for 132. 
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Proof: We have already seen that IA,(M)1 = 1 B,(M)I. It is clear 
that IA,(M)1 = l&(M)1 = 1. Let now 12 1. We calculate lB,(M)I. Let 
KE B,(M). Then M/K ‘v Z,,. Let 8: M/K+ Z,,/ be an isomorphism and 
/3: M/K the canonical quotient map. Then f = 9 0 /?: M + 77,) is an 
onto homomorphism with Ker ,f= K. Conversely, given any onto 
homomorphism f: M + Z,I it is clear that Ker f~ B,(M). 
Let f, g be any two epimorphisms M -+ Z,I with Ker f = Ker g. Then we 
claim that there exists an automorphism rp: Z,,/ + Z,I with cp of=g. Let 
K= Ker f = Ker g. Then f and g induce isomorphisms f : M/K E Z,,,, 
g : M/K N Z,,, given by f(x + K) =f(x), g(x + K) = g(x) for any x E M. 
Then cp = g of-’ is an automorphism of Z,,, satisfying q of = g. Conver- 
sely, if f, g are epimorphisms M -+ ZP, such that cp of =g for some 
automorphism 40 of ZP,, then clearly Ker f = Ker g. 
Let X, = {f 1 f E Hom(X, Z,,), f(M) = Z,,]. Then the group Aut(Z,,) acts 
on X, by cp .f = cp of for any cp E Aut(Z,,) and ,f~ X,. Let [f ] denote the 
orbit off under this action. The above analysis shows that [f] + Kerf 
gives a bijection Aut(Z,,)\X,-+ B,(M), where Aut(Z,/)\X, is the orbit 
space. 
If cp E Aut(Z,/) satisfies cp of = f for some f E X,, then since f : M -+ Z,,/ is 
an epimorphism, it follows immediately that cp = IdzP,. Thus Aut(Z,I) acts 
freely on X,. 
Automorphisms of ZP, correspond in a (l-1) way with elements 
of ZPl not in Z,,-,. Hence lAut(Z,,)I =p’-p’-‘=~‘-~(p-l). Also 
X, = Hom(M, Z,,,) - Hom(M, Z,+,), yielding 1X,1 = IHom(X, Z’,,)l - 
I Hom(M, Z,+,)l . To determine Hom(M, Z,,) = Hom(Z,;., @ . . . @ Zp,.,, 
Z,,) note that when ii > 1, we have Hom(Z,,,, Z,,) E .??,I and when Jei < I, we 
have Hom(Z,,,, Z,,) 2: .Z,,j.,. Thus for I > 1 we have 
I Hom(M, Z,,)l =p”;+ c im,(L) 
i= I 
/;;+(I- I)($, -ii)+ ... +2(2-i.;)+(i.;- 2;) =p. 
=p'.;+ .. +i;, 
When I= 0, clearly 1 Hom(M, 0)l = 1. Hence 
I B,(M)1 = I AWQ)\~,I 
i 
p4 - 1 
if [=l 
= p-l 
pi;+ +?.-pi.;+ +i-, 
P’-‘(P- 1) 
if 122. 1 
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Remark 4.2. In the Introduction we denoted Zp, 0 ... 0 ZP;., by 
M(p, 2) and the number of subgroups N of M(p, 1) with N N 77,~ by 
d,(M(p, A)). Thus we get 
i 
1 if I=0 
d,(WP, i))= 
1 
pi.; - 1 - 
P-l 
if 1=1 (4.3) 
L 
_I p,., + + 2; -pl; + + imI 
p’-‘(P- 1) 
if 122. 
For any GE%(P) and any integer I > 1 let d,(G) = the number of sub- 
groups N of G with N N ZPl. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G and G’ be any two finite abelian p-groups. Then 
G2: G’ ifand only ifd,(G)=d,(G’) for all 12 1. 
Prooj If G N G’ it is clear that d,(G) = d,( G’) for all 12 1. 
Conversely, assume that d,(G) = d,(G’) for all I > 1. Since G, G’ are in 
V(p) we know that G 21 M(p, A) and G’ 1 M(p, p) for certain partitions ,J 
and p. From the equality d,(M(p, A)) = d,(M(p, p)), using (4.3) we get 
“’ - A, - $1. Assume that I > 1 and that we have proved n: = 11: for i < I- 1. 
Then from d,(M(p, 2)) = d,(M(p, cl)) we get 1-i = pU;. This means lb’ = p’ as 
partitions. Since (A’)‘= jV and (p’)‘=p we see that 1 =p and hence 
G=G’. 1 
Remark 4.5. If already we know that 1 G 1 = 1 G’I =p” then G N G’ if 
and only if d,(G)=d,(G’) for 1 <I<n. 
Table III gives the values of d,(M(p, A)) for partitions 2 with 1 i I < 5. 
When I ;1 I d 5, clearly d,(M(p, A)) = 0 for I > 6. For the partitions 3 > 2 and 
2 3 2 > 1 of 5 the total number of cyclic subgroups is 2p2 + 2p + 2. Thus it 
is not true that the total number of cyclic subgroups will be different for 
different partitions. 
5. CONSEQUENCES OF PRESERVATION OF G-SETS 
Let G, G’ be any two groups in d. In this section we prove a crucial 
result on ring homomorphisms c( : Q(G) --) Q(G’) satisfying cc(Q(G) + ) = 
Q(G’) + and derive some consequences. From Theorem 1.1(i) we see that 
any ring homomorphism ~1: Q(G) + Q(G’) induces a unique set theoretic 
map a*: L(G’) --+ L(G) satisfying ‘pIscU,) = ‘pus 0 t( for every U’ E L(G’). 
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2 1 
1 1 1 
3 1 
2 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
4 1 
3 1 1 
2 2 1 
2 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
5 1 
4 1 I 
3 2 1 
3 1 1 1 
3 2 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Pfl 
$+p+ 1 
1 
P+’ 
Pf’ 
p2+p+ 1 
p~+p~+p+l 
1 
p+l 
P+l 
p2+p+ 1 
p*+p+ 1 
p’+p’+p+l 
p4+pJ+pZtp+l 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
P 0 0 0 
0.0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 
P P 0 0 
p*+p 0 0 0 
PZ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
P P P 0 
p*+p p2 0 0 
P2 pz 0 0 
p*+p 0 0 0 
P2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G, G’ be in d and c(: Q(G) -Q(G’) a ring 
homomorphism satisfying c((R(G)+) = O(G’)+. Then for U’, V’ in L(G’) we 
have 
V’ < U’ ifand only if c(*( V’) d cx*( U’). 
In particular V’ g U’ if and only ifcx*( V’) $ c(*( U’). 
Proof: Since G’ is abelian, Proposition 4.1 (g) of [ 33 yields 
V’d U’-cp,.([S’])>cp,,([S’]) for all G’-sets S’. Since alsZ(G)+: 
52(G)+ -+ Q(G’)+ is surjective by assumption, we see that 
cpv~(c~‘I)~~u~(c~‘I) for all G’-sets S’ o 
cPd~C~I)~cp.~(d-~I) for all G-sets So 
cp,*(v,(c~l)~ cp,*(c~~,(c~l) for all G-sets So a*( V’) < c(*( U’). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let G, G’ be groups in g(p) and tl: Q(G) -+ Q(G’) a 
ring isomorphism satisfying ct(Q(G)+) = Q(G’)+. Let tl*: L(G’) -+ L(G) be 
the bijection induced by CC Then for U’ E L(G’) we have U’ 2: L,I if and only 
if cx*( U’) N Z,,. 
Proof: Observe that Z,,, is characterized among finite abelian p-groups 
by the property that the subgroups of Z,,/ form a chain, under inclusion, of 
length (I+ 1). Proposition 5.2 is now an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 5.1. 1 
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6. ISOMORPHIC BURNSIDE RINGS 
Suppose f: G + G’ is an isomorphism of groups. Given any G’-set S’ we 
can regard it as a G-set via ,k namely g. s’ =S( g) s’ for every g E G. We 
denote S’ regarded as a G-set in the above way by ,f*(s’). The map 
f* : Q(G’) + Q(G) obtained by linear extension is a ring isomorphism 
satisfyingf*(SZ(G’)+)=Q(G)+. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G and G’ be groups in J%!~. Then O(G) and Q(G’) are 
isomorphic as rings if and only if G and G’ are isomorphic as groups. 
Proof Because of the comments above, to prove the theorem we have 
only to show that if there exists a ring isomorphism ~1: Q(G) + Q(G’) then 
G N G’. From Theorem 2.1 we see that / L,,(G)1 = 1 L,(G’)I for every 
prime p. If t,(G) denotes the p-primary torsion of G, then clearly 
Lp( G) = L( tp( G)). Hence 1 L( fp( G))l = I L( tp( G’))l . By assumption, tp( G) 
and t,(G’) are in Q?(P)~. Also since c( : 52(G) + Q(G’) is a ring isomorphism, 
weget IGI=IG’I (page440f[3]).IfIGI=IG’I=nandpkisthehighest 
power of p dividing n, then 1 t,(G)1 =pk = I t,(G’)I . Thus t,(G) and t,(G’) 
are groups in g(p)* satisfying It,(G)1 = I t,(G’)I and IL(t,(G))I = 
/ L( t,(G’))l From Theorem 3.8 we get t,,(G) = t,(G’). Since G = @ t,(G) 
and G’ = @ t,(G’), the direct sums formed over all primes p dividing n, we 
immediately get G N G’. 1 
THEOREM 6.2. Let G, G’ be any two groups in V(p). Then there exists a 
ring isomorphism c(: Q(G) + O(G’) satisfying cr(Q(G)+) = Q(G’)+ if and 
only if G and G’ are isomorphic as groups. 
Proof. Again, we have only to show that if there exists a ring 
isomorphism CI: Q(G) + Q(G’) with a(Q(G)+) = Q(G’)+ then G N G’. 
From Proposition 5.2 we immediately get d,(G) = d,(G’) for all integers 
12 0. Theorem 4.4 then implies G N G’. 1 
The authors are indebted to the referee for bringing the following to their 
notice. Using the notation in [S] and using the methods of Chapter II of 
[S] it can be shown that 
(6.3) 
summed over partitions /1= (i1, &) of length < 2 such that I I I = I p I and 
1.3 p. The partial order here is given by p >, v if and only if pi + . + pi > 
v,+ ... + vi for all i k 1. From a result of Lascoux and Schtitzenberger [7] 
it follows that 
p’z(~)Kj.,,( p ~ ’ ) < pn(v)K;.“( p l) (6.4) 
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for all primes p and all partitions I, p, v of the same integer n, whenever 
i 2 p > v. From (6.3) and (6.4) one immediately gets 
I L(WP, P))I < I Jwf(P, VIII (6.5) 
whenever p, v are partitions of n satisfying p > v. In particular in this case 
the Burnside rings Q(M(p, cl)) and Q(M(p, v)) are not isomorphic as rings. 
However, if p(, v are incomparable for the partial order > described 
above it can happen that IL(M(p, p))l= I L(M(p, v))l for some prime p. 
For instance when n = 6, p = (41 I), v = (33), formula (6.3) couples with the 
table on page 127 of [8] yields 
and 
I UMP, (411 )))I = 7 + 5~ + 8~’ (6.6) 
I uwp, (33)))l = 7 + 5P + 3p” + P3, (6.7) 
which are equal when p = 5. In particular Z,,, @ Z, @L, and Zi15 @ Z,2s 
are non-isomorphic abelian groups of the same order, possessing the same 
number of subgroups. 
This does not preclude the possibility that if p # v are partitions of n, 
then Q(M(p, i)) and Q(M(p, v)) are non-isomorphic as rings. 
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